Ten sentence-paragraph report

1. The first two sentences should introduce your hero and include information from #1 and #2 on the note-taking sheet.

2. The next two sentences will give a brief chronological description of your hero’s life or special experiences. Use information from #3, 4, and 5 on your note-taking sheet.

3. The next two sentences will explain how your hero’s life and actions demonstrated heroism. Use information from #6 on your note-taking sheet.

4. The following two sentences will describe characteristics of a hero that you feel your hero’s behavior reflects. Use information from #7 on your note-taking sheet.

5. Use information from #8 to write the next two sentences.

6. Write two last sentences to conclude with a lesson that you feel this person’s life or behavior teaches us.

7. Include a front page similar to the model below:

   Universidad Metropolitana
   Facultad de Ciencias y Artes
   Departamento de Inglés
   Inglés I
   Teacher:

   HEROES AROUND US
   (The name of your hero)

   A. Pérez
   J. González

   April, 2004
8. It must be typed as follows:
   - Font: Arial
   - Size: 12
   - Space between lines : 1.5

9. You must check for:
   - Spelling
   - Punctuation
   - Capitalization
   - Subject-Verb agreement
   - Sentence and Paragraph Structure.